
Subject 1 : Family pictures!

The party is in full swing, everyone is here and without a care in the world when it comes
to the (long-awaited) moment of the family photo. Cathy is in charge! This year everyone has
to conform to the rule! Come on! Line up! On the left the youngest, on the right the oldest.
It’s a shambles, chairs follow the older ones, tears the younger. Parents pass along strollers and
grandparents walkers. When the situation stabilizes, nothing goes right! Everyone’s messed
up! Cathy has to enter the fray and make successive exchanges. We have to help Cathy as
soon as possible!

Knowing that there are n1 people of n1 year old, n2 people of 2 years old, · · · , n120 people
of 120 years old, how many photos can be taken? In the worst case scenario, how many ex-
changes (swapping two people), must Cathy do to have a decent photo? After a while, Cathy
gets tired of it, she allows herself to make at most k mistakes (we call mistakes any pair of
badly ordered people), how many photos can she take? How many operations will she need
to do?

Today we celebrate the XY 0 years of Philippe, for the occasion, everyone has come to
celebrate this event. However, between the grandfather born during the war and whose birth-
date nobody knows, the aunt’s "previous day’s boyfriend", there are j additional people whose
age is unknown. How many pictures can be taken? How many exchanges, in the worst case
scenario, will it be necessary to carry out?

At Nadine’s, we don’t bother too much with precision, the order is important only when
the age difference is greater than 10 years! What should be done?

Today, Anne-Pascale is celebrating the 120th anniversary of the ancestor. At Anne-Pascale,
it’s a revolution! Under her leadership, it was decided that age no longer matters! However,
traditions are tough and, in secret, every member of the family said to themselves: "It will
not be said that I was the one who stopped the tradition!" Thus each person has secretly done
everything to order the family bevy by acting on the youngest people (as we very well know,
we can only give orders to the youngest); thus each person has made sure that if they take two
people younger than themselves, one on their left (not necessarily just next to them) and one
on their right (not necessarily just next to them), then the person on their right is younger
than the person on their left.

What a mess! How many photos can you take? How many exchanges will be made in the
worst case scenario before you can finally take this beautiful picture?
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